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Pat talks with our kids about how decorations express seasons of worship. Our
sanctuary gets transformed from a glint in our minds’ eyes to glorious fruition. We
imagine it differently. We see it in reality, beauty. Here’s a glimpse of fun Maureen
Willoughby led about a week ago. How many Presbyterians does it take to put up an
artificial tree? At least five of us—staring, speculating, gesticulating, figuring out
that strange gaps meant sections were out of order. Then Maureen had us restring
lights on all trees, garland, and wreaths. Look at them glow! Not a bulb out! Please
don’t tell her if you find one! Hanging the big wreath up front, I remembered fondly
John Houts calculating a pulley system, drilling to pass cable through inches of
hardened oak—voila! Safety! No more using dodgy ladders! We’re getting real
behind the scenes secrets now! Big questions—like where does each of our 73
nativities go? And which of the two angels hanging in back gets the horn?
We carried on a long faithful tradition carried out by other good people gone before,
even getting kids in college or just graduated to help here the day after
Thanksgiving! All motivated to get it done, so Communications Committee
members could open our doors to anyone come for tree lighting in the park to see,
share the beauty. Just maybe they’d sense and receive a bit of hope, peace, joy, and
love we proclaim in decorations as we look for Christ to come. Now I’m sure
Maureen would resist any suggestion she is God. Still, as it all came together, and
then the choir came up front here last Sunday in robes of blue with red that perfectly
matched colors of our banners, Maureen beamed, smiling, asking excitedly – “did

you see?” As if through all the planning, searching, working together it’s divine
intervention!
It seems a bit like what Matthew does with words. Our decorations could be the
gospel according to Maureen! She echoed beloved decorating visions of good
people gone before and tweaked them a bit to express anew a frame of inspiration
for the season. Matthew echoed Isaiah’s cherished vision of a voice crying out in the
wilderness: prepare God’s way in our world! He tweaks it a bit to frame the
meaning of John’s ministry and inspiration for Jesus to come. We decorate our
sanctuary, our homes and community. Matthew and Isaiah inspire ways to
redecorate our world with Holy Love.
And when Jesus comes, that’s what he does. He embodies what grace acts like; what
peace looks like in a time when lions of religion and wolves of Rome consumed
vulnerable lambs and other prey. Preparing for Christ, John urges: bear fruit worthy
of repentance. Repentance. Not just guilt or unworthiness, feeling judged, saying
sorry, and trying to behave better. That could be part of it. More positively,
completely, repentance is really realigning with how God created us and intends us
to be. We turn around, change direction. We turn back to God as centering source
and inspiration. We think again. We begin again. We live faith following Christ
anew. Then we redecorate our world as he did, and God wants it.
I love the scent and sight of a fresh tree filling a living room. Candles in windows.
Lights everywhere around town. {ahhemm} Candy cane controversy in Bronson
Park! Even my auto mechanic self-identifying as scrooge had a tree, lights and a
sign: “Believe in the season!” Maybe it’s just a little good holiday cheer for
business. But I’m a minister. My business is wondering: what exactly are we
believing? Believing in the season itself—decorations, incessant Santa songs on Star

105.7, commercial excess all beginning even before Thanksgiving? Or “believe” in
something deeper … in this season. And if that’s it, then what is it?
Repentance. Friends, I expect we all wish our world was better. Specifics may
differ. Don’t we agree life together could be richer, more glorious and beautiful like
our sanctuary with more wreaths of compassion embracing those suffer; with more
lights of kindness strung one person to another; with more trees of social institutions
fairly and rightly ordered; with flames of holy light kindled within whatever
darkness of our hearts. We want to bear fruit of life in the fullness of peace. That’s
our theme for this second Sunday of Advent. Peace from Capitol Hill hearings to
radio pundits, social media posts and tweets. Peace amid all forms of bias, prejudice,
and binary categories in a polarized society that are all, of course, constructs we
create. Peace in our workplaces when they seem hard given realities and demands,
or hostile in relationships, or we keep hoping for a place to work. Peace in families
or among friends who still don’t talk or even show up together. Peace within
ourselves through transitions, pain or illness, loss, however we feel like
December—all flourishing fruitfulness now fallow, beauty fallen like leaves, hearts
darkening more deeply.
In those days John the Baptist appeared in the wilderness, Matthew describes. A
new shoot will sprout from the stump, from roots beneath that remain, Isaiah
envisions. You see, friends, bearing fruit of repentance begins with changing
perspective. Changing perspective …even just a glint in eyes of our minds and
hearts. Imagining life differently. Believing one day we’ll see it in reality, beauty.
“Days will come,” we proclaim when lighting this wreath. Days will come when
weapons that take life change into tools that nurture life. Days will come when
competitors and predators in nations, or at work, even in more intimate churches,
families, friends, no longer gain at another prey’s expense. Rather days will come

when violent mentalities give way to loving vulnerability. And we all thrive more,
individually and as a society, when working together, giving and receiving, so all
share fruitful resources to live abundantly. Days will come. In Advent we affirm life
isn’t all garland and lights yet. Still we prepare as we wait and watch with purpose
and walk in what light of the Lord we have right now.
Isaiah and Matthew try to change people’s perspective. They see reality and look to
the future differently. They reframe experience and a new narrative. Not guided by
what physical senses perceive, rather by what the heart believes. They imagine other
possibilities for life in Sacred Grace. In Isaiah’s time, Israel was threatened by
powerful neighbors outside and questionable leaders inside. He envisions a new
leader to pursue God’s purposes. We Christians see that vision in Jesus. In
Matthew’s time Roman soldiers quashed a violent Jewish revolt—Jerusalem in
ruins, their great Temple reduced to rubble. They wander in a wilderness through
their own homes and streets. When Matthew herald’s John’s voice and people in
Jerusalem and Judea flocking out to him, you see, beyond past history for them it’s
hope for the present. It’s empowering a vision of peace in their lives and world
reoriented, recalibrated, redecorated by divine design.
That little phrase came to me as I exercised at the Y in front of a bank of screens.
HGTV always plays on at least one of them. And so while reading and thinking, I
imagined Matthew’s Jerusalem with plenty of fixer-uppers. I don’t watch much
HGTV. I probably don’t really know what I’m talking about. Shows like Design on
a Dime, Love It or List It, Flip or Flop – maybe they remain popular because we
humans keep wanting to see through realities to possibilities; envisioning things
better. Redo the kitchen, rearrange the living room, repaint the bathroom and
bedroom, replant landscape. If Matthew and Isaiah hosted a show on Holy Ghost
TV, maybe it’d be called: Divine Redesign. As episodes about our lives, our church,
our community, our world progress from before to after here’s what we might see.

First, we recognize and accept: we can’t do it alone. Our decisions and actions
matter. But God really guides this redesign project. Our first step in repenting,
turning around and picturing new possibilities is to open our hearts to the Divine
Architect and Decorator. We center in God’s Spirit more than other voices or selfish
desires. We humbly hear the Holy Voice of love and compassion and life speak
from deep within us and in others around us. Then we catch glimpses of Matthew’s
promise – how the reign of heaven comes near on earth. And Isaiah’s Spirit of
wisdom, understanding, courage and strength rests on us.
When I began ministry 20-some years ago, someone gave me a copy of Isaiah’s
Peaceable Kingdom pictured on our bulletin. Always there in my office … it catches
my eye, nurtures my heart, inspires hope for what could be. Yet it can be hard to
believe such visions of peace. “All around us, fangs are bared. Nations and factions
snap and snarl. We’re at each other’s throats,” writes one commentator. He recalls
that Edward Hicks, a nineteenth-century Quaker artist and minister, painted Isaiah’s
‘Peaceable Kingdom’ at least sixty-two times. All the animals, a child among them,
and Quakers conversing peacefully with Native Americans.
Over time, the paintings changed. You see, Hicks felt more deeply conflicts of his
time, especially within his church. Predators in his paintings became more
ferocious.i Yet, he still kept painting—sixty-two times. We still keep opening our
hearts to Holy Presence. We keep reading, praying, hanging onto God’s vision in
Isaiah and Matthew despite all evidence to the contrary. And I believe we will
glimpse God’s reign come near.
Maybe something like a daily devotional I read and prayed this past week:
We bless you for the graces of this day’s journey:
For eyes touched and vision re-coloured;
for ears unstopped and hearing re-tuned;

for tongues loosened and speech re-enchanted;
for minds freed and the world re-imagined;
for hearts opened and love re-kindled;
for dry bones breathed on and lives resurrected –
we bless you for this day’s grace.ii
In this season, friends, amid all the decorations and all our preparations buying gifts
and planning visits, keep turning to God. Keep looking for new perspective—the
divine design for all people and creation. May our hearts be oriented humbly,
ordered lovingly, motivated courageously by the wisdom of Holy Grace, by
understanding gained through compassion, by direction found in service, strength
arising from Holy Love, all rooted in intimate and reverent relationship with God.
The spirit we pray for when hands rest on every person baptized.
And so, may we have courage to go into the wilderness – into places that are
uncomfortable, relationships that are threatening, experiences we might avoid. Go
into the wilderness and repent. Reframe our perceptions. Reorient our assumptions.
Recalibrate our choices. In the wilderness, listen to the news through another filter.
Read social media posts through a different lens. Stand tall like these trees and
speak truth to power, like John, as needed … with divine love, not to demonize and
dehumanize. Go into whatever wilderness of our workplaces and family gatherings
we feel and turn from being consumed by negativity. Just don’t give in to it. Seek
what’s good, find something grateful, speak what is hopeful. Along with Christmas
cards to friends or letters to those we love, updating best bits of the past year, send
along prayers for our enemies and people whose lives don’t seem so glorious in
difficult circumstances. Deeper than surface holiday cheer, give our hearts to grace
in Jesus Christ that changes our choices, and just may inspire us to forgive and
reconcile, and to find possibility beyond hard or hurtful realities. More than
whatever money we might spend or trees and lights we might put up perfectly, it’s a

true gift of life we can offer and receive, as we carry on a long faithful tradition
carried out by other good people gone before. Redecorating our world as Maureen
and company did here, as Isaiah and Matthew urged their people to do.
And so, dear friends may we believe, that what came upon the midnight clear long
ago, we will see and savor and respond to with grateful faith as it comes again and
again and again – the kingdom of heaven, the reign of Holy Love in Christ come
near!
Thanks be to God. Amen.
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